
7 day

great fall detoxTHE

cleanse
a seven day program designed

to gently release and repair
 the body, mind and spirit

THE



let the cleansing begin

welcome
Congratulations! You are now one step closer to

enjoying optimal health, mental vibrancy and spiritual
clarity. Our 7 day cleanse program was designed to aid
you in preparing your “whole” self for the quieter
seasons of autumn and winter by releasing unwanted
toxins, thoughts and feelings while nourishing and
strengthening the self.

The 7 day cleanse encourages you to gently purify
the body, rejuvenate your mind and inspire your soul,
slowly and with intention. Engaging all five senses, you
will focus on reducing bad habits while recapturing and
enjoying good health.

According to Oriental Medicine, fall is the season of
both letting go and letting in.  It’s the time of year to say
farewell to all things that no longer add value to your
life, while graciously receiving those gifts that do. It is
through this self cleansing and replenishing process that
we are able to persevere, and even appreciate the
natural ebb and flow that occurs both around us and
within us. Thus, embracing the natural cycles of all living
things ultimately allows us to discover our own true

value.

fall detoxification



expectations

trust the process

For the next 7 days you will be participating in a
series of rituals that will aid you in a gentle holistic
detoxification. Adhering to the recommended time of
day is suggested. This will ensure your body, mind and
soul are being tended to at the times they are most
open to.

During each portion of the day you will spend time
working on removing unwanted toxins of the body and
mind. Select the activities you feel drawn to, as your
instinct is sharpest in the fall. This is the perfect time to
try something new or rekindle an old favorite pastime.

Savor each moment; go slowly.

This is an excavation process, and the more present you are,
the more treasures you will discover.

Extra attention should be paid to the lungs,
the large intestine and the skin, as they
govern the season of Autumn. These organs can
be thought of as our “elimination organs” as they are
expert expellers of toxins and waste, and as our
“absorbing organs” as they are remarkable at ingesting
those minerals and nutrients which balance and
revitalize us.



preparation
to get the most out of your 7 day cleanse, follow this

simple preparation plan

clear your schedule
Select a 7 day period that allows you to make plenty

of time for yourself, after all you deserve it! Decline
invitations, ask for help with the kids and limit work and
social activities. This time of solitude is greatly needed
to fully rejuvenate your systems. Limit television, phone
use and social media. UNPLUG

plan + prep meals
What you eat will play a
critical role in your results
over the week. We highly

recommend you follow one
of the following plans to ensure

you reap the benefits of a gentle
detoxification.

1. Follow an Alkaline based meal plan.

 An alkaline based meal plan focuses on
maintaining optimal body pH by limiting acid-
inducing foods and drinks  and replacing it with
alkaline-inducing substances . By ingesting foods
that maintain proper pH rather than stressing
your body to self-correct its pH level, you can
reduce inflammation, boost immunity, and
improve overall health.



2. Fresh, Prepared Meals From Fresh Balance Nutrition.

Enjoy  freshly prepared, local and wholesome
meals from our partner Fresh Balance
Nutrition. Jennifer Cohen Katz,
founder, has created a delicious 4
day plan for our 7 day cleanse
program. After your first 3 days
of a gradual elimination eating
plan,  allow Jennifer to  provide
you with three balanced meals
and a healthy snack.

check your supplies
In addition to whatever ingredients you need for

your meals, take a minute to review the 7 day cleanse
regimen, select a few activities and gather all supplies
needed.

set your intention

The evening before your cleanse begins, take three
deep breaths and set a timer for 3 minutes. Take out

your “flying wish” paper. Without over-thinking, begin
to write down everything you hope to “let go” of over
the next few days. Include whatever negative energy,
habits, emotions or memories are holding you back

from recognizing your own priceless value.

Once the 3 minutes is up, place your paper back in the
envelope. Keep it in an easy to find area as you will be
referring to it over the next 7 days. Inside your journal

may be an easy and safe place.



THE program

Lemon Water + Introspection

Morning Movement

 Morning Nourishment

Morning  Refresh

Mid-Day Nourishment

Mid-Day Contemplation

Mid-Day  Renewal

Mid-Day Refreshment

Evening Nourishment

Evening Immersion

Evening Reflection

Daily Gratitude

Use this checklist throughout your week to ensure you are
enjoying maximum benefit.

a healthy outside starts from within



Lemon Water +
Introspection

Squeeze juice of 1 lemon into 24 oz of warm water. Drink
upon waking.     Complete one of the 5 minute introspections.

Morning Movement
Select a detoxifying activity from page 9, or choose your own
activity. Keep a mild or moderate exertion rate and perform
for 30 minutes or longer.

Morning  Nourishment
2 pumps of Life Detoxer under tongue. Add serving of
cleanse to your juice, tea, smoothie,  yogurt or any other
breakfast item. Enjoy a cleansing breakfast.

Morning Refresh Follow dry brush exfoliation guide located on page 12.
Follow with a  Shower + nourishing body wash.

Mid-Day Nourishment 2 pumps of Life Detoxer under tongue.  Enjoy a detoxifying
lunch.

Mid-Day
Contemplation

Mist face and body with radiant energy, taking a deep
breath in, holding for 4 seconds and releasing for 2 counts.
Then, perform the daily contemplation exercise from page
10.

Mid-Day Renewal Engage in one of the mid-day renewal activities, located on
page  11.

Mid- Day Refreshment Enjoy a  cup of regroup tea + refreshing snack of your
choice.

Evening Nourishment 2 pumps of Life Detoxer under tongue. Enjoy a nourishing
dinner.

Evening Immersion See page 13  for a variety of healing options during your
evening immersion.

Evening Meditation Harmonize with a 5 minute chocolate meditation. See page 14
for daily options.

Evening Reflection

Write down five things that occurred today that you are
grateful for.  End your day with a prayer of gratitude and
genuine appreciation .

See page 15 for a closing ritual to be performed on the last
evening.

THE daily routine



morning introspection
Each morning, select one of the following 5 minute

introspections to start your day.

Journal - open your journal and begin writing. Do not
think about it, just allow your pen to do the work.
Release what is on your mind

Meditation - sitting upright, spend five minutes
meditating on your breath. Allow thoughts to come and
go. For guided meditations, use the Calm or Headspace
app on your phone, or search the Internet or You Tube.

Morning Sun - Face the sun, close your eyes. Let
mother nature do the rest.

Get Grounded - spend 5 minutes walking, stretching or
just being still with your bare feet on the grass.

Set Intentions. - Set small, personal intentions that will
help guide you through your day.  Ask yourself, What
do I want out of this day? Maybe it’s to be nicer to
strangers, or to pay more attention to your partner.

Light and Listen - Light your favorite candle and listen
to your favorite songs. Great music can set a positive
tone or ambiance for the rest of the day. Build a
morning playlist, and roll out of bed to the sound of

yesterday is gone, tomorrow is a mystery
today is a blessing



Acupressure - release stuck emotions get your energy
flowing with a self acupressure massage.

1. Use your fingertips to press the Letting Go
acupressure points (see diagram).

2. Inhale slowly and deeply as you gradually release
your finger pressure, bring your
arms outward, lift your chest,
and tilt your head back.

3. Hold your breath for a few
second to assimilate the oxygen.
Exhale as your head comes
downward and your fingertips
return to the Lung 1
acupressure points.

Repeat this exercise four or five more times.

Keep your activities light and fluid during your 7 day
cleanse. Select  an activity daily which feels right at that
moment, as one is no better than the other.

Suggested Activities include:

Tai Chi         Yoga       Qi Gong

Pilates               Barre       Stretching

Hiking           Walking       Biking

Gardening       Swimming

morning movement



mid- day contemplations
Take a few moments each afternoon to work on

releasing those thoughts, memories and emotions

Day 1 Take out your flying wish paper and answer the
following questions:

1. Which things surprised you?
2. Which responses stem from your childhood?
3. Which ones are inherited (not yours)?
4. Which ones hurt the most?
5. Which ones make you angry?
6. Which ones prevent you from being your best you themost?
7. Which responses aren’t even important to you?

Day 2 Select one or two that have caused you the most
suffering. Write a farewell letter to them. Thank the
experience for its time and its wisdom. Inform it that it no
longer serves you.

Day 3 Pick one or two that surprised you or that you don’t
quite understand. Set the clock for 5 minutes and start
writing.

Day 4 Forgive. Declare your forgiveness to yourself and
others, in a letter. Use this opportunity to free yourself from
your own judgments, standards and self abuse.

Day 5 Create a series of antidotes for each habit, emotion or
memory that you wish to set free. Vow to use them
whenever you begin to notice a toxic mindset. Include
anything that allows you to expand your thoughts -

self refection is the school of wisdom



renewing practices
These therapeutic renewing practices serve to enhance

your detox program, relax and calm and stimulate
healing.

While some may be enjoyed at home, if time allows, let
THE pearl  support you during your 7 day cleanse.

take a nap read  a
book

create a
vision

board

coloring
therapy

nature
photography

listen to
music

paint on
canvas

mandala rock
painting

write
gratitude

letters

THE blue
grotto

 wellness
massage

correcting
detox facial

clean sweep
treatment

absolute
balance

foot soul
treatment

pumpkin
pedicure

podcasts, videos, books - anything that inspires you or
brings you joy.

Day 6  Right Now. Write, draw, map or cut and paste all the
things in your life that define you. What makes your life
wonderful? What are you grateful for? Include the tiniest
details, moments or special things. When completed, take a
few moments to look at what you have RIGHT NOW. Then
declare “I have enough, I do enough,  I am enough.” .

Day 7  Review your flying wish paper as well as your journal
entries. Take a moment to reflect and record any profound
moments. Describe your overall  contemplation experience.



morning refresh
Daily Skin Brushing



evening immersion
Use the following schedule to heal, cleanse and

purify the body. For best results, perform at
least one ritual nightly.

Days 1, 3 + 5

Pour 1 packet of mineral wellness soak into warm
water when first drawing bath or foot soak. Soak for a
minimum of 15 minutes.

Day 4 + 7

Apply an even layer of moor mud around your
midsection, from the top of your ribcage to the top of
your legs. Draw a warm bath while allowing the mask to
stay on for 10 - 15 minutes. Slip into the bath to remove,
remain for another 10-15 minutes

Days 2 + 6

Cleanse and exfoliate face and pat dry. Apply Florapy
Detox Masque and adjust as needed. Allow it to remain
on for a minimum of 15 minutes.

drink at least 16 oz of water
before, during and after

each therapy



evening meditation
 End each evening with a chocolate meditation. Vegan,

organic and gluten free, each piece is infused with a
different flower essence elixir, to help “unblock” stuck

emotions, thoughts and patterns.

1. Select the appropriate chocolate. Hold for a minute
or two and allow it to soften.

1. Find a quiet, dimly lit area. Light a candle if desired.

2. Sit on the floor or on a pillow with your legs crossed
and your back straight.

3. Take a deep breath. Slowly unwrap your chocolate
and place in your mouth. Allow the chocolate to melt
and help you taste the deliciousness of the present
moment.

Silently repeat the provided mantra as inhale and exhale

Day Chocolate Breathe In  Breathe Out
Day 1 Wei Peace I am grounded I am at peace
Day 2 Wei Inspired I am a creative force I am inspired
Day 3 Wei Beautiful I am enough I am beautiful
Day 4 Wei Love I give love freely I am love
Day 5 Wei Radiant I speak my truth I am radiant
Day 6 Wei Joy I am connected I am joyful
Day 7 Wei Gratitude I am complete I am grateful



Perform this closing ritual on the last night of your detox
to symbolically release all that is holding you back.

1.  Review your list of things that are holding you back.
2. One by one, state that you are releasing each
limitation.
3. Focus on your wish as you roll the “flying wish” paper
into a tight ball about the size of a marble.

4. Gently unwrap and smooth out the paper (it should
be crinkly, but flat).

5. Shape the paper into a tube by wrapping it around
your finger.
6. Stand the tube upright and touch a match to the top
edge.

7. Visualize the toxic thoughts, habits and memories
being released as you watch them fly away and vanish
into nothingness.

releasing ritual

congratulations
Over the past 7 days, you have worked hard to release
the habits, thoughts and feelings that cause  grave
damage and prevent optimal health.

Whether you committed to the entire regimen is not as
relevant as the accomplishment of taking the  steps
towards holistic cleansing and healing.

This cleanse is gentle enough that you could continue to
perform it weekly,  with a few modifications. Profound
effects on your overall well being can be accomplished
by incorporating the 7 day cleanse into seasonal
transitions.

take a deep breath and let it go



thepearlspa.com

THE world is your oyster…discover THE pearl…discover you.

We hope you were able to benefit from THE pearl’s 7
day cleanse. Our team is on a mission to change the

lives of others, one person at a time, by helping them
discover their own beautiful, authentic treasures.

Look for more wellness programs from THE pearl
throughout the year and let us support your lifelong

journey towards self love, slow beauty and total
satisfaction.


